FACTS ARE BELIEFS, MADE SOLID:
The Hue-Man Action Adventure
by Aimee L. Carruth
If you could find a book that gave your experiences a
n ew depth and meaning, describing exactly what was
happening around you and in yo u ; would you read it?
S h a re it? Encourage others to read it?
Facts Are Beliefs, Made Solid: The Hue-Man Action
Adventure is such a book. “This book is intended for the
serious adventurer only. The contents are meant to challenge all the limitations of Your (Our Mutual) Creation”
says author Aimee L. Carruth.
Facts Are Beliefs, Made Solid: The Hue-Man Action
Adventure is an easily accessible self-help book compiled
as a result of the author’s personal search for clarity. It
illustrates the connections and reinterpretations of language
that followed her near-death experience. The result is a guidebook for the rest of us, allowing us to
become more open to the greater whole of the universe. One of the book’s major contributions is a
16-page glossary, refreshingly defining words in layers or “frequencies” of meaning. The author explains
that “depending on the frequency, body or layer of consciousness one has remembered, the word itself
will take on an entirely different facet of awareness.” Call it, as the author does,“out-of-the box” thinking,
as it encourages a change in perception, provocatively pointing the reader towards empowerment
and responsibility.
The author, Aimee L. Carruth, is an internationally known teacher and practitioner of the Axiatonal
Light Grid System. She serves as a medical intuitive to MDs and psychologists and is a consultant to
scientists and CEOs. She has been invited to speak multiple times to the U.N. SRC about her vision,
and was a founding member of the Office of Alternative Medicines at the National Institutes of
Health, now know as the NCCAM.
This “not ONLY for profit book” is available at www.facts.elighten.org and for a limited time will
include a copy of Aimee’s new CD, The “What If” Game, for $29.95. Part of the proceeds of the
sale of the books will go to scholarships for alternative / complementary health sessions, as well as products
and seminars for individuals who pay for these choices “out of pocket.”
“Please read, experience and enjoy this book from a variety of places within yourself.” If you are
looking for a break-through message of transformation for your life from the cellular level outward,
this is a book you should make your own.

